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35.0 Chinese Intervention Scenario: Operation Climb Tiger Mountain 

35.1 Optional Variants
Additional counters have been provided for future scenarios involving Chinese intervention. These include Red Chinese (PRC--People’s Republic of China) and Nationalist China (ROC--Republic of China). 

35.2 Particulars

Red China (PRC): Red China may intervene in scenarios taking place 1965 to 1971. They may not intervene in 1972 or later. 

PRC Infantry Units: PRC armies are “18”, each breaks down into 3 x “4” strength divisions. Once broken down, they may not rebuild. For stacking purposes, a Chinese army equals three units. Chinese units may move through, but not stack or attack with, NVA/VC/Pathet Lao/Khmer Rouge units. Chinese units are always deployed face-up. 

PRC AAA Divisions: These function in the same manner as NVA AAA divisions.

PRC Deployment: During the Communist Reinforcement phase of the turn that Red China intervenes, place six armies, two tank regiments and two AAA divisions on any hexes on the north map edge, within stacking limits. (The divisions are used for reorganization.) Reinforcements/replacements are placed in the same manner.

Shock Effect: The Communist player may declare Shock Effect on either the first or second turn of Chinese Intervention. During this Shock turn, all Chinese movement factors are doubled. All combats in which they are involved offense and defense, gain a one-column shift in their favor. 

Coordination: Chinese units may not be involved in the same attack as NVA, Viet Cong or Pathet Lao units. They may be involved in the same attack as Khmer Rouge units (though may not stack with them). 

Supply: Chinese units have the same supply requirements as do NVA units. They use Communist supply units but may not share the same supply unit for a particular attack or maximum attack supply situation. Any supply used by PRC units may be used only by them for that attack. 

Chicom: Chinese units are otherwise treated as Communist units. They may move anywhere n the map.

Total War: Once Red Chinese units enter the game, all restrictions on US, ARVN and Free World Allied units are lifted for movement, as are all penalties for “widening the war.” Also, there is no Allied political point penalty for utilizing the Thai Base (see Campaign Game rules). 

Victory: Normal victory conditions are suspended. This variant game ends at the completion of the 52nd turn of Chinese intervention (see below) . Prior to that time, either player can win a Sudden Death victory via the normal rules. If World War III begins (see below), the game ends in a Communist victory. Otherwise, the Communist player scores VP for the capture of cities and US/ARVN bases, calculated at normal values. Unit eliminations don’t score VP, only geographical objectives. 

20 VP or less = Free World Major Victory 
21 to 28 VP = Free World Marginal Victory 
28 to 32 VP = Draw 
32-41 VP = Communist Marginal Victory 
42+ VP = Communist Major Victory 

Allied Reinforcements: If Red China intervenes, then the Allied player receives as reinforcements:  the Republic of China 66th Marine Division; the SEATO brigade; 1 x Allied TAC; the Thai Volunteer Division (if already in play, then two Thai infantry brigades or regiments);  the Thai 1st Mechanized Brigade; 1 x Thai Air Commando; and the Thai SOG (if not already in play).  

To determine their turn of arrival, roll one die for each unit. The number rolled is the number of turns after Chinese Intervention that they enter play. All units deploy per the Reinforcement rule, except the Thai ground units deploy in the Thai Base box (see the Campaign Game rules).   

Also, the Allied Maximum Reinforcement Option is automatically triggered, with the Allied player receiving all of those units not yet in play. These units arrive as per their normal turn interval. They provide no political points to the Communist player, and stay in the game until the end of the scenario. 

Chinese Airpower: There are no Chinese air units per se. But to simulate the impact of the Chinese air force, at the start of each game turn the Communist player rolls one die. The Allied player must take that number of Air units from his Available box and place them in the Utilized. At the start of the next turn they are restored and the procedure is repeated. 

US Nukes: The US player may request nuclear weapons at the end of each turn in which Red Chinese units are on the map. Roll one die and on a result of 1, he’s authorized to use nuclear weapons starting with the next turn. If authorization is once obtained, it remains in place for the rest of the game. The US may launch up to three nuclear strikes in the course of a game once authorization has been obtained. 


Nuclear strikes are launched in the Allied Bombardment phase. The US player announces how many (if any) nuclear strikes he will make that turn, indicates the hexes for each attack by placing a marker on it, then resolves them one at a time in any order he chooses. Strikes may be made in any hexes on the map other than cities or hexes containing friendly units. They do not need air units to be delivered . More than one strike may be made into the same hex during the same turn. Other types of bombardment may not be made into the same hex on the phase of the nuclear strike. 

For each nuclear strike, implement the following steps:

(1) Break down all Communist armies and divisions in the hex into their component units.

(2) Roll one die to get a number from one to six. That’s the number of Communist units immediately eliminated from that hex. Choose eliminated units at  random.

(3) All surviving Communist mobile units in the hex are Suppressed (if already suppressed, no further effect). They are then retreated into an adjacent hex by the Communist player.

(4) Any base in the hex (either side) is destroyed; place a destroyed marker. Any   Communist   garrison or supply in the hex is also  destroyed—these are in addition to the units destroyed in (2). 

(5) Roll one die for each adjacent hex containing any units (of either side). On a roll of “5-6” all units in that hex are suppressed. 
 	
After a nuclear strike gas been made into a hex, flip the Nuclear Strike marker over to its Fallout side. No unit may enter that hex for the remainder of the game.   

After each nuclear strike, the Allied player must roll two dice to determine if World War III has begun. That happens on a result of 2 or 12. The Allied player immediately loses the game. 



